Environmental Specialists for the Construction Industry

GEMS is the **ONE CALL Environmental Solutions Provider** who manages all the environmental components of your construction project. Whether planned or in the event of an emergency, GEMS oversees the environmental team of specialists required to meet ALL the project components. Providing the client with ONE POINT OF CONTACT, GEMS manages the team to ensure timelines, budgets & environmental legislation are met.

Aquatic/Fisheries Biology Services

GEMS is RAQS Certified as a Fisheries Assessment and Contract Specialist

- Fish Removal and relocation (tailored to site conditions)
- Watercourse crossing monitoring and contingency plan development (trenchless and open cut)
- In water works compliance monitoring
- Stream restoration monitoring/oversight and long term effectiveness monitoring
- DFO (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) Permit Applications
- Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Endangered Species Act Permits
- Conservation Authority Permitting
- Timing Window Extension Applications
- Emergency Response and Agency liaison

Contact GEMS

**Concord**  
69 Connie Crescent, Concord ON, L4K1L3  
905-907-3077

**Sudbury**  
2505 Lasalle Blvd, Sudbury ON, P3A4R7  
705-566-4363

**Ottawa**  
2510 Del Zotto Ave, Ottawa ON, K1T 3V7  
613-822-1131

info@GemServicesInc.com | GemServicesInc.com

Know your in water works timing windows.

Did you know?

There are different in water works timing windows for each area in Ontario - North, East, South, West, Central.

When in doubt, ask GEMS for your timing window restrictions.

Timing is Everything.